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NON-MAGNETIC MAINTENANCE CART FOR MRI
Trolley meant for the cleaning in magnetic resonance areas and in all environments
where it is not allowed to enter with any ferromagnetic material or with equipment

made of magnetizable material

  

Product description:
FEATURES

Made of high quality polypropylene copolymer: light, shock-proof, heavy duty and low-temperature resistant

Completely free of metal parts, including wheels, supports and the smallets components, such as screws and pins.

Strong, tough, ergonomic, modular, easy to assemble and clean

Its vertical frames guarantee the maximum hygiene, being the trash bag always separated from the rest of the trolley

Central ring with cover with key that assures safety, keeping any cleaning tool stocked inside a complete closed

trolley

Bag holder equipped with ergonomic push-grip, handle holders, hooks and insert for the 40+80 L version

Top-Down buckets 20 L with hermetic cover and handle to prepare the pre-soaked mops and transport them to the

cleaning area

Buckets 4 L with the handle in different colours in order to separate the differently employed chemical products and

tools

Door for central storage compartment equipped with removable key and grip with key compartment
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Several combinations of shelves and drawers are available: drawers 10 L, 22 L, 40 L, equipped with slide out limiter,

with or without lock

The trolley can be equipped with hooks, baskets with dividers, carry baskets, handle holders and many other

accessories: we suggest you to check our technical catalogue in the "components and accessories" section of our

Alpha line of trolleys in order to know the complete range of the available accessories.

Latex-free product

 Material

Polypropylene copolymer

Dimensions : L.118 x l.58 x H.110 cm

MRI Tesla: 7 Tesla
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